Dungeon Features Catalogue

Treasure chests and Crates
This is a set of treasure chests and crates
made for the 25mm scale. Each model is
highly detailed and can be used for a number
of periods in history.

Baggage Train Features
This is a set models are for the 25mm scale. Each
model is highly detailed and can be used for a
number of periods in history.

Dungeon Features
In this pack there are 16 features that will enhance
you dungeon. The scale of this model is 25mm.

Gothic Pillars
This is a model of 4 gothic pillars. As you can see
from the photo each of the pillars has a gothic pattern on it.

Runic Pillars
This is a model of 4 Runic pillars. As you
can see from the photo each of the pillars has
a runic pattern on it.

Stone Pillars
This is a model of 12 stone pillars. The kit contains
enough parts to make 6x 1.5 inch high pillars and
6x .5 ruined pillars for use in war-game / role-play
games.

Dragons Alter
This model is of an alter. It features dragons feet at
each corner and décor panels.

Bed
This model is of a bed. The set contains 2 beds.

Gothic Pool
This is a wonderful model of a gothic pool
for use in roleplaying game. The style of the
model is gothic and features Gothic panels
on 4 sides and steps on one side.

Large Barrels
The kit will produce 4 Large barrels on a stand.

Dragon’s Pool
This is a model of the Dragons pool. The model
features a horned skulls of the dragons, small and
large dragoons teeth and a number of other objects
The general feel of this model is of a gothic pool.
This model can be used in a dungeon or wargame... The scale of this model is 25mm or 15mm.

Large Table and Bench Set
In this set there is one table a 2 benches.

Dragons Pillars
This is a model of 4 Dragon pillars. As you can
see from the photo each of the pillars has a runic
pattern on it. As well as 4 dragon skulls.

Crates and Barrels (30)
This is a set of crates and barrels made for the
25mm scale. Each model is highly detailed and
can be used for a number of periods in history.

Roman Pillars
This kit contains enough parts to create 4 roman
pillars , which can be used in carven or dungeon
games. The pillars are in scale 25mm.

Dungeon Columns
This model is of dungeon columns , which
can be used in dungeon games. The model
features heads and fieldstone texture. The
model is made fof the 25mm scale.

Wizards table/alter
This is a model of a wizards alter/table and the
model features a open book and scroll on the top.
The top of the table can be removed.

Hieroglyphic Pillars
Your adventures have found pillars with Hieroglyphics on the could they be giving information
on a time gone by or a clue to a hidden treasure.

